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ABSTRACT
Tha porpoae of thio study
to detenalne if there would be any
significant difference in S^^nute typewriting rates between students
who took 5-cdnute straight copy tined writings four tlzosa a week versus
thooe students who took then twice a week.
Ifce writer by oaans of the review of literature found a, lack of
informtion on the fre^ioncy of offering 5~ninute straight copy timed
writings to a beginning ninth grade typewriting class. This ©a&nination
also revealed four specific areas in typewriting which are being written
about in our business educational Journals. The tspeeific areas are
grade level of offering typewriting* related learning to typewriting*
predicting typewriting success* and grading in typewriting.
To test the frequency of offering 5-cinate straight copy timed
writings* this writer used the ninth grade students at J&nhattan Christian
Klgh School.
means of random selection the students were divided into
two groups. Both the experimental and control group consisted cf seventeen
students respectively. Instruction prior to the giving of 5-cimte timed
writings was the s&rra for both groups.
Students in both groups at the beginning of the experiment were
given S^cdnute straight copy timed writings to determine their present
typewriting rates. For twelve weeks the experiment?! group were given
ono 5-oinatG straight copy timed writing four times a week while the
control group rocoivad ono 5-minute straight copy timed writing twice
a week. At the end of the twelfth week* both groups were again given
5-minute straight copy timed writings ou the Latoriel used at the beginning
of the experiment. The F-teafc of one-way analysis of covariance was used
to determine if there was any significant difference in the increase
in typewriting rates between the two groups according to the method used.
Although the students were randoedy selected to be either in the
experimental or controlled group* a coc^arison of the pretest
straight copy typewriting rates showed a difference in typewriting speed.
By means of the one-way analysis of covariance* there did not seem to be
any significant difference in typewriting rates between the two groups
at the 1 percent level.

CHAPmi I

iNEionjcnoi?
The typewriting instructor reads mch aljout the giving of straight
copy timed writing tests*

Host typewriting tesbooks include several

exercises on straight copy timed writing material in order for the type¬
writing student to determine his typewriting rate*

Some authors will

indicate what proportion of the student's typewriting grade should ho
based upon straight copy timed writing test8(to? *i04)# also know that
businesses and state unemployment harems use the time writing tests as
a means of evaluating the ability of a typist*
How can a typist develop this straight copy timed writing ability?
Should typewriting instructors give straight copy timed writings every
day* whether they be

1* 3* 5»

• * • minutes in length* or la it Just as

beneficial for the development of the typewriting skill to take them
once or twice a week?

Purposes For The Experiment
The primary purpose for this experiment was to determine whether
typewriting students who took straight copy timed writings every day
would obtain higher typewriting rates than those typewriting students
who would take them only twice a week*

The furtherance of this experi¬

ment would give an indication to the typewriting instructor as to how
often he or she should give straight copy timed writing tests*
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Statement Of The Problem

Tto problem of this experiment vao to determine If there Is any
significant gain in a 5-mlrute straight copy typewriting rate between
ninth grade typewriting students who took one 5-nieate timed writing
per class period four days a week, and those ninth grade typewriting
students who took one 5-ninute timed writing per class period twice a
week*.

The writer selected an alpha at the *01 level*
Procedure

A review of literature was employed to determine if any previous
experiments had been done of this nature*

The writer also feels a survey

of literature of this nature provides a source of reference to what is
taking place in the area of typewriting*
The Manhattan Christian High School was selected for this experiment
because of the writer9s erployoont as instructor of the typewriting
courses*
Students were divided into an experimental and control group*
A pretest was given to both groups to determine their 5-ninute straight
copy typewriting rate*

For twelve weeks the experimental group took one

5-minuto timed writing every class period of the week while the controlled
group took one 5-clnate timed writing twice a week*

At the end of the

twelfth week a postest was given to both groups to determine their
5-minute typewriting rates*

The typewriting rates of the experimental

3
and controlled groups were then cospared to see If there waa any signifi¬
cant difference in typewriting speeds according to the teaching nethod
used.
Lisd tat Iona
f

ihG lisdtations of this study were:

1» *?he students involved in this esperinent were from a single
high school, which licit the osporinont to only one school population
in only one cominity# Since all ninth grade students wore required to
take typewriting in this espericent, the individual school cay not
indicate the true picture of other high schools in our state or country.
2. ?he review of literature contained in this study was cade from
reading caterials found at the Montana State University. It is possible
that certain pertinent materials on typewriting are not found in the
library.
Definition Of ?erno
In order to Insure clarity for the reader, certain item are defined
by the writer* A "typewriting student" is any ninth grade student
enrolled in the typing course of the school under study during the echool
year 1955-19-6, regardless of his previcus experience with a typewriter.
^Straight copy" typewriting refers to the typing of materials that are
printed in paragraph form and rust be typed as presented.

m

Timed writings"

refers to the number of strokes a typewriting student can cake with a
typewriter in a designated period of tine.

CHA?m II

pxvm; or Limmm
There is perhaps no other business subject where core research
has been done or sore articles written than in the area of typewriting*
Probably the results of achievecent of no other business course can bo
coasured so objectively*
£abe(32) has conpiied over 860 research studies in typewriting
froa 1904 to Parch, 1963* He has classified then according to author,
subject, university, and date for the benefit of the educator* One
only has to pick up any fall issue of the mttonal Business Education .
0uarterly(28) to realize how cany research studies have been completed
during the previous year* One can also notice from the study of Bahe(32)
that there is a constant increase fron year to year in the nunbor of
research studies completed in the araa of typewriting*
Perhaps core ^non-reaearch* articles have influenced the ^how*
and “why** of typewriting than all research studies put together*
Practically every issue of four business mgazinos—Balance Sheet(2)*
Business Education ForutaC4)« Business Education ^orld(5), and The Journal
of Business Edumtlon(20)—carry articles on the various aspects of
typewriting* The articles vary, as illustrated by the following titles*
•The Plateous in Typing—And What To Bo About

ThQn*(l&)9

"Values of

Televised Teaching Applicable To The Classroom(30), "Hozsework In
Typing"(22), and "Le^s Face Facts in sypewrlting^hl).

5
Hot; does this ahundanco of both ^researchod1* and '"non-rosearched*
Infornation affect the typewltin^ Instructor?

The reoourcelhl teacher

v;ould cake use of those research studios and articles hy working them
into his classroom activities*

Tho average teacher might agree with

the findings of a study or tho ideas expressed in an article and try a
few*. The poor teacher might also agree hut leave them alone(27:25) •

Thus it is the individual Instructor who determines the worth of this
abundance of knowledge by either applying or not applying the information
to a learning situation*
The purpose for this review of literature was to see if any experiments
had been done on the frequency of offering 5-ninute timed writings to a
beginning typewriting class* Also the writer was interested In knowing
In which areas of typewriting authors and reseerchers were interested*
General Areas of Typewriting

There are many basic principles which are important to the teaching
of typewriting* The various topics covered in a methods of typewriting
book aro psychology of learning, methods of teaching—letters, numbers,
and symbols, development of speed and accuracy, typewriting errors,
equipment, visual aids, etc*(25)* SWo of the well-known methods books
arG

Methods of Teaching Tyt>ewriting(26) and Teaching Business Subjects(7) •
If one were looking for a comprehensive analysis based upon research

and recent written articles in typewriting, the following two articles
are recommended* The first article appeared in 1957 entitled,
We Eeally Know About Teaching typewrit lug?* (36)

t,r

What Bo

The article gives an

6
Indication of what 'various authors and researchers believe to be the trend
in typewriting* The various topics covered are aims and objectives,
goals, method of teaching, content, evaluation, equipment and supplies,
electric typewriters, and trends in typewriting. The second article
appeared in 1962 entitled, "Rewriting, 1958-1961 in Revlew^O**)* Like
the first article, it covers various important aspects of typewriting in
elementary and junior high schools, grading, and motivation.
Since the methods books and articles previously sighted gave an
excellent basis in the teaching of typewriting, the writer stipulates
four specific areas of typewriting which he found to be of greatest
importance according to the number of articles written by authors and
researchers.
Tour Specific Areas of Typewriting
Grade Level of Offering ^typewriting.
Today typing is offered to students of various grade levels. Ruegg(39)
found that first-graders can learn to type by using electric typewriters.
Krevalin(21) determined from his study that fifth graders could learn to
type.

The fifth grade students were found to type as efficiently as pupils

of higher grade levels. 7083(12) learned when he compared achievements
of students in seventh, eighth, and ninth grades that the higher the
grade level, the better the performance. When yreepons(13) compared
typing performance of junior high school students with senior high school
students, she found that the maturity and ability factor had the most
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influence in developing typewriting skills*.

Girls were a“ble to out

perform boys* and as the grade level increased the typist skill also
became more efficient*
It seems that typing can be learned at any grade level*

The efficiency

or skill of typewriting that a student may acquire* however* according to
both Foss(12) and Freepons(13)t may depend upon the grade level of the
typist*

Belated Learning To Typewriting*
Is there any related learning which takes place in a course of type¬
writing?

Brown(3) believes economic concepts can be taught in a type¬

writing class by using economic materials in timed writings and production
jobs*

Clayton(6) found by means of an experimental study that some

economic concepts can be learned through typing timed writings*

When

Eansen(15) investigated the effectiveness of including spelling as an
integral part of his typing course, he found little or no difference
between those classes of students who studied spelling words and those
classes which didn't*

He states* *• • • spelling is improved either

incidentally in the typewriting class or through requirements of other
classes**

Ivarie's(19) experimental study conveys the opposite results

of Hansen's(15) study*

He found that students who studied spelling words

as preparation for a typing class were better spellers than those students
who were not required to study spelling as a part of the typing course*
At the elementary level, Ruegg(39) concluded from his study that typing
may play a large part in the development of reading skills*

Krevalin(21)
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suggests that the typewriter helps to stimlate the creative process in the
elementary student and also his rate of written cocaaunication*
Although the idea of related learning which takes place with the
learning of typewriting is not entirely known* there does seem to he an
indication that more can ho learned from typing than the proper stroking
of keys*

Hopefully with the continuing of scientific research, we will

find out precisely what related learning can and does take place*

Predicting "typewriting Success.
Many schools today are offering either •personal'* or ^'vocational®
typewriting and in some cases, hoth(37)•

The question sometimes arises

whether a student should take typing for vocational use*
predictive measure for typing ability?

Is there a

Flanagan and Fivar(9) constructed

a •tapping test* to determine whether typewriting ability could he pre¬
dicted.

The authors stated that there is a substantial predictive

relationship between the "tapping test* and the five-minute timed test
administered after several months of instruction.

tfood(44) tried to

determine by the survey method whether reading ability and typewriting
were related.

He concluded that reading may be Important to the typist's

skill, but it cannot bo specifically determined from his library research
on the subject*

Foss(10) found in her experimental study that the higher

the reading rate in words per minute, the greater the speed performance in
typewriting.

Hetrick A. Foss(ll) concluded from his eaqjerimental study

that there is a close relationship between a person's intelligence and his
typewriting performance; the Jbigher the I*Q., the higher his ’"production
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speed**

The person with a low I.Q* will result In a lower ^production

speed*, and the very low I*Q* student isay not oven pass the course
according to Foss*
There is not enough conclusive evidence as yet of a good predictor
of the success of typewriting ability. Perhaps the I.Q. is the hast
predictor along with the student's past educational record*
Grading in !3typewriting*
1/hen Eaueison(l6) studied grading systems, she found that thore was
a wide margin for idnimm and masinun requirements for both practiced
and new-material writings in "Typing I and II* She entitled her article,
*Why Businessmen BonH Ask About Grades*’8 Business education journals
reveal how various teachers grade typewriting 3tudents(l)(23)(25)(33)#
It is interesting to note that each instructor has his or her own reason
for a particular grading system, and it is obvious that one cannot
incorporate all of these grading plans into one method* Stevenson(4l)
points out that one of our difficulties in "grading* is that businessmen
still have their own requirements for predicting the ability of a typist*
According to Stevenson(^l) it has been proven that production speed on
the joh lanH the same typewriting speed as found on straight copy material
upon which the husiaessiran makes his judgment* Rowe,(38) however, believes
that a straight copy rate does give an indication of production speed. He
states, '"How fast and accurately one can type is directly related to his
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perforcanco in all application and production activities**

By use of the

production word count* standards in typewriting production should he the
sane as for straight-copy timed writings(38) •
According to Anderson(26:199)» the average rate at the end of one year
should he between 140-^5 words a minute for a high school student*
Howe(38) is in agreement when he states that at the end of the first
year a student should he typing forty words a minute with a minimum of
three errors*

Businesses however require about

$0

words a minute which

would mean that typewriting would have to he taught for more than one
year*
By the review of literature, the writer was unable to detect ary
experiments that had been done on the frequency of offering 5-ninu.te
straight copy timed writings to a beginning typewriting class*
Although there are disagreements in specific areas of typewriting*
this writer feels we have made tremendous advancements in the teaching
of typewriting*

It appears as if the teaching of typewriting is an

important subject in our schools and probably will be with us for cany
years to 00x30(37)*

CHAPTER III
ESPERIMEITTATIOIT WITH THE FREQUENCY OF 5-MIHUTE TIMED WRITIHOS

Ths experinentation with tha frequency of giving 5-minute straight
copy tinsd xirriting tests xms conducted with thirty-four ninth-grade students
in the *&nhattan Christian High School*

The experimental group consisted

of seventeen students and the control group consisted of the recaining
seventeen students*

Group Selection
Since all ninth grade students at the Ihnhattan Christian High
School are required to take typewriting, the students were divided into
the experimental and controlled groups by random sampling*

Each name

of a student was placed on a separate slip of paper and dropped into a
box where they where thoroughly mixed*

Seventeen of the thirty-four

names were drawn to make up the experimental group and the remaining
seventeen names composed the control group*

Instruction Prior To Experimentation
The Manhattan Christian High School schedule for typewriting consisted
of four classes a week with sixty-minute class periods*

^typewriting

textbooks used were published by the South-Western Publishing Company*
Approximately fourteen weeks of typewriting instruction had been adminis¬
tered before the ninth-grade students took their first 5~ai&ute timed
writing*

During this time the students were taught the location of the

keys and had taken several one and three-minute timed writings*
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Materials Used Por Espericeatatlon
Materials used for testing each students 5-ndnute straight copy
4

typewriting ability, before and after the experiment, was taken from
the Guided Writings of lessons 71, 72, 73 and 74 of the 20th Century
!IJyp©writing textbook(24), Practiced materials used during the twelve
week experiment were taken from various sources. Simed writings were
used from the 20th Century Rewriting texbook; Modern Business College—
Missoula, Montana; Billings Business College—Billings, Montana; and
Kinman Business University—Spokane, Washington#
Method Of Experimentation
The experimental and controlled groups were both given one 5cdnute timed writing per class period for four days to determine their
typewriting ability on straight copy material. The four timed writings
were then combined to compose an average pretest 5-Eimite timed writing
rate for each student. Using the average of the four timed writings of
each student, the median, mean, and standard deviation was calculated for
each group. The median, mean, and standard deviation for the boys and
girls of each group were also figured.(See table 1)
The students pretest straight copy typewriting rates show a variation
in group ability. The experimental group has a larger median by 4.75
and a larger mean of 3.73 than the control group.

The control group

however has a larger standard deviation of 1.60 than the experimental
group.
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Table 1
C0MPARISQ1? 0? PKBTBS? TYPEWEITIHG RATES

Hunibar
of Students

Median

Mean

ErperimontaX
Boyo
Girls

8
2—

18.38
21.2?

21.72

3.18
5.42

Total Group

17

20.00

20.10

fa.82

Control
Boys
Girls

6
11

15.13

Total Group

17

15.25

18.28

i6.bz

Standard
Deviation

4.24

16^

7.2fa

16.3?

6.42
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2h© boya end girls in the control group havo a straight copy nean
type*;riting rate vhich is noro closely related than in the esperiiaental
group*

The difference between the boys and girls isean rate in the con-;

trolled group is *08 with the boys having the higher average# while the
difference between the boys and girls in the esporinontal group is 3*44
with the girls having a higher mean typewriting rate*

Boys in the

experimental group have a higher mean rate by 1.85 than the boys in tho
control group*

The girls in the experimental group also out performed

tho girls in the control group by 5.38 words per minute.
For twelve weeks tho experimental group took one 5-mimte straight
copy timed writing every class period# while the controlled group took
one 5-z&nuto straight copy timed writing every other class period.
Sscept for tho

timed writings# both groups were given the saoa

instruction# exercises# and pro blocs to complete.

During the days tint

the experimental group took timed writings and the controlled group did
not# tho controlled group worked on extended assignments# but no new
instructional material was added*
<•

After the practice period of twelve weeks, the students took one

timed writing every class period for four days*

The students post eat

straight copy timed writing rate then was an average of these
ninuto timed writings*

four 5-

The median# mean# and standard deviation were

calculated for each group*

The median# mean# and standard deviation

for the boys and girls of each group was also figured*(See table 2)
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5&ble 2
C01PABISQH OP POSTEST TYPEl.'RITINO RATES

Eumber
of Students

Experimental
Boya
Girls
Total Group

Control
Boys
Girls
Total Group

Standard
Deviation

Median

Mean

21.63

8.69

8
9

20.33

22.60
30.62

i? ,

^5t50

26.85

7.86

6

19.7^
24.02

5*64

JI_

20.46
26.2«J

isSi.

17

20.67

22.51

6.26

3.51
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The posteat straight copy typewriting rate indicates that there is
a variation in ability between the two groups of students at the end of
the esperiraent.

The esperinental group has a 4*83 larger median, 3*3^

larger mean, and

1*70

larger standard deviation than the control group.

The boys and girls in the control group have a straight copy type¬
writing roan rate which is more closely related than the boys and girls
in the experimental group.

The difference between the boys and girls

mean rates in the controlled group is 4.28 with the girls having the
higher average, while the difference in the experimental group is 8.02 with
the girls also having the higher average.
group are typing faster on an
by 2.86 words per minute.

The boys in tho experimental

average than the boys in the control group

Tho girls in the experimental group are also

typing faster on an average than the girls in the control group by

6.60

words per minute.
cocparing the difference between pretest and postest typewriting
rates of the groups, we notice that tho experimental group gained more
words per minute than did the control group .(See table 3)

The experimental

group of typewriting students increased 6.75 words per minute while tho
control group gained 6.14 words per minute.

Tho difference in the average

rate of increase between the two groups is *61 words per minute.

The boys

in the experimental group increased their typewriting rate by 4.32 words
per minute as corpared to 3.32 In the control group.

Tho difference
.

)

in the average rat© of increase between the two boys groups is 1.00 words
per minute.

The girls in the experimental group increased their

X7
Cable 3
COMPAPJSOU OP PRETEST AM) POSTEST TyPElSITIJI^ MEADS

Eq)©ri cental
Boys
Girls

Kuciber
of Students

Pretest
Moan

Postest
Mean

Mean
Gain

8

18*28

-9

21.72

22.60
30.62

6.90

20*10

26*18^

6.76

I6.h2
1
16 .J *

19.71*
24.02

3.32
7.66

16.37

22.^1

Group Total
Control
Boys
Girls
Group Total

6
11
,17

.

4.32
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typewriting rate by 8*90 words per minute as compared to 7<»68 words per
minute for the girls in the control group.

The difference in the average

increase rates between the two girls groups is 1.22 words per minute*
Is this a significant difference?

Iftili-Hypothe sis
The null-hypothesis of this problem was that there wouldn’t be
a significant difference in the gain of typewriting rates between the
experimental group which took 5-ninute straight copy timed writings four
times a week versus the controlled group which took 5-minute straight
copy timed writings twice a week*

To determine if there was any signifi¬

cant difference in the increase of typewriting rates between the two groups,
one-way analysis of covariance was used by the writer*(See table 4)
The P-test on one-way analysis of covariance method was applied
to the two groups*

This provided a statistical test of the signifi¬

cance of the difference between the means of the experimental and control
groups.

The 5 percent and 1 percent level of the F-distribution with 1

and 32 degrees of freedom is 4*15 and 7.50 respectively*

Since the F-

distribution between the experimental and control groups eaual 6*52 the
null-hypothesis was accepted at the 1 percent level*
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Sable 4
OHE-WAT AHALYSIS OP COVARIA1TCB

Source of
Variation

Between Groups

Sum of
Sqtiares

Degrees
of Preedom

1

317.67?

Within Groups

isTO.on

Totals

1876.688

%

Mean
Square

317.677
1«.919

21

366.396

CHAPTER 17

smciAsr* concLirsioHt Aim vzcoizmmkmn
SuiEBry

In revaewin® t!:o literature available this v;ritor found no esporinontal otudy on how offcer S-cdc^to atraight copy tinod writing toata
ohould bo given. Four aroaa of typewriting voro found to be of pertinent
Interoat to the writer according to tho nudber of articles written in
thoso aroaa•
By coana of statistical analysis tho writer fools an ; attonpt was
mdo to dotorndno whether taking 5-sinute tlcod writings every day for
a twelve week period versus taking 5~zlmtQ tirsd writings every other
day had any bearing on tho students typewriting ability at tho end of
the designated period*
Conclusion
This writer concludes!

(1) that to bio knowledge no experinonial

research has been done prior to this one on kov often 5-ninate straight
copy tined t^ritings should bo givon to typewriting students; (2) that
according to pro scat articles written* four specific areas of typewriting
aro now of groat interest to typewriting Instructors (a) grade level of
offering typewriting* (b) related learning to typewriting* (c) predicting
typewriting success* and (d) grading in typewriting; (3) that there is
a difference in typewriting ability between tho exporicentel and control
groups of typewriting students use in this research; (U) that girls tend

21

to havo a higher 5-^n^te straight copy tirno t^riting rat© than hoys; and
(5) that according to tho T-tost of ono-x;ey analysis of covariance there
is no significant difference in increase of typevjriting rates between
students who took 5-ninute straight copy tined t;ritings four tines a
week versus those students who took then only twice a week*
Eeconnendations
The result of this experiment suggests that the following items
he worthy of future study:
1. What are the results of an experiment of this type when a larger
population or sample is used?
2. What are the results of an experiment of this typo for hoys
or girls only?
3* What are the results of an experiment of this type when type¬
writing is offered at a different ago level?
4, What are the results of an experiment of this type one year
after high school graduation?
5* What would he the results of this experiment if it were carried
on for a longer period of time?

ZPPE23DIX
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Leoaon 71 Gaidod Vfrltlng

Settle dotm to an easy pace and seo If you can type at that pace
for a fdll ruinate.

£fcink of a vheel that lo in notion, and recall hot;

it has the sane snooth notion at high or at lo&r speed.
keeps on.

2ho vheel Just

Shat is uhat you mat do—Just hoop on without hirry or worry*

5b build good control in typing* type at an easy pace without any
thought of how cany words a ednuto you are to type*

If you type with

ease* you can build good speed and good control; hut if the typing is
harried or Jor^y* it is not good no ratter how nany words you typo or
how few errors you cake*
Check the wey you type nore often than how cany words you type*

Be

export in the use of all parts of the nachino as well as in hitting the
right keys*

She key to ieprovod work is vory often found in doing aone

little thing better than you have done it before*

Use this cue to build

good speed and good typing control*

Lossenberry, B* 2)*; Crawford 5?* Jars a; and Erickson* Lawrence tf.*
20th Century ffynewrltlrv?. 7 Edition* Scuth-Vestem Publishing Cocpany*
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Lesson 72 Guided Writing
Do yon work well with others?
are all of then oat of step hat you?

If not* is tho fault with the others—
Itot yea have things your own way

oven when this hinders those with whom you work?
with others will he worth a lot to you.

Tho ability to work well

Sono people never learn this*

Bill didn't*
'•Slow poke* the students called him because he was never ready to
begin to type on tine* When a test was to be given, all had to wait until
Bill fixed his book just right or set his machine at the last minute* He
had to do things his way, whether that was the way for the class or not*
Bill worked like a "lone wolf **
It is not good to lean on others, but there are tines whon you have
to work with others and do things in the way they do them* When you apply
for a position, one question asked about you will be as to how well you get
along with people.

The •lone wolf® isnH wanted in the office as a group

work calls for the ability to work well together*

Lessenberry, D. D.; Crawford T. James5 and Erickson, Lawrence W.,
20th Century Typewriting., 7 Edition, South-Western Publishing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1957t P* 1°3*
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Leo son 73 Guided Writing

She goal of this writing is to typo
pace and do not push for top speed*
well within the zone of control.
as soon as you can.

with control, so type at an even

Keep on typing, of course; hut type

If you make an error, recover from it

Work out your own way to do this, hut here is a way

that works well for cany typists.
When you make an error, pause briefly; then begin to type by stroke
response.

SJype at a slow and controlled pace until you feel you have

gained a sense of ease and sureness; then speed up a little at a timo
until you reach a pace you can maintain without losing control.

The way

you feel about the typing has mch to do with how you type.
3)on*t look at the word in which you have made an error unless you are
to correct it.
or worry.

It is made, so turn loose of it.

I^pe

on, without hurry

You can type a lot of words in the time you take to fuss about

an error that is already made.

Typo with your host control, of course; but

if you make an error, recover from it in your own way—and type on.

Lessenberry, D. 3).; Crawford T. James; and Erickson, Lawrence W.,
20th Century Typewriting, 7 Edition, South-Western Publishing Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1957» P* 104#
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Lesson 7^ Guided Writing

You mat find the mistakes you make and know how to correct them.
You can«t ignore errors in work that is to he used.

In an office, work

has to he proofread and corrected before it is ready for approval*
is as mch a part of the work of the typist as the typing.

Shis

Be sure that

you find all the mistakes you make*
The leopard doesnH change his spots, nor does the student who is
*b!ind in one eye and can*t see out of the other* when he looks at his
typed work build skill in finding errors; yet that is a skill he must
have if he is to he a good office worker.

In an office, each worker must

know through his own check that his work is right or wrong*
As you build speed you may ignore the mistakes for a time, hut don*t
ignore them when the work you are doing is to he used*

Find the mistake;

then know how to erase and correct it so the correction will not he
noticed*

If you are not to correct the mistakes made in this timed

writing, put a circle around each to prove that you can find those that
you make•

Lessemberry, D* D.; Crawford T* James; and Erickson, Lawrence W,,
20th Century Typewriting, 7 Edition, South-Western Publishing Company*
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1957» P* 105*
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